EQUIPMENT LIST

PRESS ROOM

SHEETFED PRESSES

Heidelberg Speedmaster XL 105, 8-color 29.5" x 41.34" “Drupa 2008” with inline aqueous coating, preset-plus feeder and delivery, with Print Center technology and axis control II, CPC 24 color control-closed loop spectrophotometry

Mitsubishi, 8-color 28.375" x 40.125" with inline aqueous coating and Mitsubishi color control System II (Spectrometer)

Heidelberg Speedmaster XL 105, 6-color 29.5" X 41.34" with inline aqueous coating, preset-plus feeder and delivery and axis control, CPC 24 color control-closed loop spectrophotometry

Heidelberg Speedmaster CD 28 x 40 6-color with coater

Heidelberg Speedmaster 28 x 40 6-color with coater

Heidelberg Speedmaster 28 x 40 6-color with coater

Heidelberg SM 102 CP2000 Speedmaster Perfector, 4-color 28"x 40” CPC perfecting press

Komori 528c 20”x 28” Press, 5-color, Aqueous Coater

HP Indigo 7500 6-color, digital, variable print, 13”x 19” sheet size, white ink

HP Indigo 7000 6-color, digital, variable print, 13”x 19” sheet size

Heidelberg Quickmaster 46, 2-color 13”x 18” sheet size

Kompac Kwik Finish UV Coater

PREPRESS

ELECTRONIC PREPRESS

Heidelberg Prinect Workflow
Prepress Manager, Signa Station, Pressroom Manager
JDF and PDF base Workflow Management System
Apple Mac pro Quad Core Intel workstation (3)
Apple G-5 workstations (5)
Windows Quad Core Intel workstation, OS XP PRO
Dell Rack Mount Servers (6)
ECRM Mako 46 Imagesetter 18” wide, roll fed
Richmond HSM 3000 Screenmaker 3000w. 16”x 12”
Esko Artworks Neo Automation Engine Automated prepress workflow system with native PDF RIP

Creo EVERSMArt Supreme scanner

X-Rite Eye-One Isis
X-Rite DTP 41 (6)
X-Rite DTP 70
X-Rite CC-Dot
Gratag SpectroScan
Gratag i1 Eye-one
Gratag D196
Monaco Platinum Color Management Software
GMG Color Proof
Spoton Color Management Software
DIGITAL PROOFING

GRACol G7, SWOP 3, and SWOP 5 Certified proofing, for Multiple inkjet provers
Certified G7 Master Printer
Heidelberg Color Proof Pro
Canon IPF8000S (2)
Hyphen Impo Proof Double-Sided
Epson 9900 Proofer with GMG Rip
GMG Color Proof

FINISHING

Brausse 1050SE Die Cutter Press (2)
Heidelberg Windmill 10”x 15” Die-cutter
Zund G3 L-3200 digital cutter/router, 70” x 125”
2010 Brausse Folder Gluer With Versa Fold Attachment
B&R Moll Folder Gluer with tipping attachments and finishing line attachment
45” Polar Cutter
54” Polar Cutters with Polar Transomat jogger/offload system (2)
Polar 78 Cutter 31”x 30” Table
Challenge Cutter 29”x 30” Table
D&K Acculam 2760, 26” 1-sided laminator w/auto cutter
Ledco Workhorse Laminator w/ Auto Cutter, 25”
High-speed laminator up to 10mil laminate, flush trim or edge seal w/auto cutter
26”x 40” Heidelberg Folder (3)
30”x 50” Heidelberg Folder (3)
20”x 26” Heidelberg Folder (2)
Bravo 380 Eight Station + Cover Feeder Gather
Saddleticket and 3 Knife Trimmer
Heidelberg Stitch Master 6 pocket & cover feded
Interlake Stitcher
Shanklin Automatic Shrink-wrap Machine
ConFlex shrink-wrap machines (3)
Preferred Packaging PP5300 Auto Shrinkwrap
Baum Drill 5 Spindle
Book Binding Plasticoll binding, twin loop wire 2:1 - 3:1, GBC.
Brackett PadMaster 2000

COMPACT DISC DUPLICATION EQUIPMENT

Hanky VE-5000, 5-color silkscreen, 3600 pieces per hour
Vinpower SharkCopier
30 Drives, up to 4000 per day (3)
Pro Duplicator 52x
40 Drives, up to 4000 per day (2)

LARGE FORMAT/TRADE SHOW/OUTDOOR GRAPHICS

Hewlett Packard Scitex FB 6100, UV-curable ink to rigid (up to 2” thick) and roll-fed substrates. Up to 10.5’ x 6.5’ flat bed and up to 104” wide roll-fed substrates.
Hewlett Packard DesignJet L25500, 60” roll fed, Latex Ink
Mimaki CG 160FX Cutting Plotter
Hewlett Packard designjet L26100 60”roll fed Latex ink
Seal Image 6000 Ultra Laminator, 60” wide, laminating, mounting
Seal Image 600 Laminator, 55” wide, laminating, mounting
Yamata Industrial Stitching Machine

REMOTE OPERATIONS

MacBook Pro and Powerbook laptops with full Adobe Creative Suite and graphics application library for Digital Color Specialist and client services team (15)
Portable Digital Tech package for photo shoot support
Verizon Broadband wireless cards (6)
Apple iPhones (12)
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Multiple redundant internet connections from diverse sources for high availability connectivity FIOS Business 50Mb Downloads and 20Mb Uploads

MAILING SERVICES

VARIABLE PRINTING SYSTEMS
Xerox DocuColor 240 - 4 Color
Xerox DocuColor 8000 AP - 4 Color
Xerox ColorPress 1000 - 4 Color
Xerox DocuPrint 135 - Black (2)
Canon ImageRUNNER 60 high speed laser printers (2)
XMPie Variable Data Publishing
GMC PrintNet Solutions
InDesign CS5.5 – Print and Digital Publishing
OCE Pagestream 466 Plus, High Speed continuous form variable printer with in-line finishing

LETTER FOLDING AND SEALING SYSTEMS
Formax FD 340 Document folder
Baum Ultra Fold 714XLT (2)
Baum Folder 714XE with Right Angle & slit-nest-fold
Pitney Bowes Series 6100 Letter Sealer (2)
Baum Folder Model 520B with Right Angle & slit-nest-fold/Score wheel/Perf wheel
Heidelberg B20 with 4/4 and Right Angle & slit-nest-fold/Score wheel/Perf wheel
MBO T-49 Pile Folder with in-line gluing system (2)
HHS Systems HMP-04-1x4 Glue System
Brackett 19 Inch Circular Padder

MAILBASE WITH INKJET AND TABBING SYSTEMS
Kirk-Rudy Wave Jet Continuous Inkjet Systems 2.2” head, dual drive inkjet base with air divert, and 12’ VS Delivery Conveyor (2)
Kirk-Rudy Wave Jet Continuous Inkjet Systems 3.3” head, dual drive inkjet base with air divert, and 12’ VS Delivery Conveyor
Kirk-Rudy Net Jet, HP Technology w/ 3” head, Inkjet System (2)
NeoPost AS710 Inkjet 7000 per hour
Kirk-Rudy Model 881-4 9000 watt dryer (4)
Kirk-Rudy Model 535 Tabmaster Tabber (5)
Kirk-Rudy Model 527 Tabmaster Tabber (2)
Kirk-Rudy Bump & Turn Post (3)
Sure Feed EF-14 Stream Feeder (2)

INTELLIGENT INSERTING SYSTEMS
Kirk-Rudy AXODE Vision System Intelligent Inserter

STRAPPERS
Dynamic-D2400 High Speed Machine 5mm, 6mm, 9mm (6)

DATA / POSTAL SOFTWARE
BCC 2010 Mailmanager
BCC 2010 DPV
Mail Shop Direct Mail Order Management Application
Tactician Geotargeting Mapping Solutions
StyleList 5 – Mail Formatting and Punctuation

SCALES
NCI-Bulk Sample Scale (3)
Avery Weight-Tronix E1010 Floor Scale (2)

LETTER INSERTING/AFFIXING SYSTEMS
Kirk Rudy 203C Coin and Key Attaching System (2)
Pitney Bowes Insertamax 3140 4 station #10
Pitney Bowes Insertamax III 6 x 9
Pitney Bowes Insertamax 3140 6 station 9 x12
Bell & Howell LSEXP- 6 station #10 w/ Bump & Turn Post
Pitney Bowes Insertamax 3139 - 5 station 9 x 12
SAMI – 6 pocket Stretch Inserter with In-line folding

THERMAL PRINTERS
BCC Thermal Printer-Tray Mate III (6)